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Abstract. In his thesis about partiality and A-calculus Eugenio Moggi raised the following 
conjecture: the equational theory Tr (see definition below) corresponding to the restriction in the 
partial A-calculus is decidable. Testing the truth of this conjecture is very important because one 
of the results in Moggi’s thesis is the confluence of the partial A-calculus modulo the theory Tr . 
In this paper we justify Moggi’s conjecture. 
Introduction 
The starting point of the partial A-calculus is Plotkin’s theorem [‘7] which links 
the notion of definability in a semantics of partial functions to the notion of 
termination in a calculus in which the normal forms are the values (as defined in 
[ri]). mc work of Plotkin led Moggi to the definition of partial A-calculus [4] and 
he devoted his thesis to studying this theory. Besides, by looking more especially 
for the calculus corresponding to PCCC, the partial Cartesian closed categories (see 
[2]), the author introduced another partial A-calculus [5] (simpler than Moggi’s 
calculus but actually equivalent) and showed an equivalence theorem a la Curien 
[I], i.e. a correspondence between this calculus and PCCC. This result, together 
with those of Moggi) point out the relevance of partial A-calculus. Recently, there 
is a work in progress [6] inspired by Plotkin’s Theorem. This work deals with 
semantics: the standard model of partial A-calculus is likely to be made up of the 
significant erms (the values) in Plotkin’s sense. 
In his thesis, Moggi showed the confluence of the partial A-calculus modulo the 
equational theory T[ (see definition below) corresponding to the restriction, and he 
conjectured that the theory Tr was aecidable. This confluence result plus Moggi’s 
conjecture provide us with a decision procedure for the class of terms for which all 
computations are finite (strong normalizable terms), as we shall see in Section 3. 
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In this paper we shall show bloggi’s conjecture and then obtain decidability results 
about a class of terms (the class of strong normalizable terms). 
1. The theory T, 
Let us recall briefly what the partial h-calculus (p-h-calculus, for short) is. First, 
the terms are defined by the following clauses: 
(i) Variables and constants are terms. 
(ii) If M and N are terms then (MN) is a term. 
(iii) If M is a term then (Ax.M) is a term. 
(iv) If M is a term and D is a finite set of terms then (M [D) is a term. 
Intuitively, the meaning of (M ID) (we read “M restricted to D” and the symbol 
[ is called the restriction symbol) is M if all the terms in D are defined; undefined 
otherwise. 
When D is a singleton, for example D = (N}, we write (M [N) instead of (M [D). 
When D is the empty set we write M instead of (M [D). We omit brackets when 
there is no ambiguity. 
The axioms of the p-A-calculus are the following: 
(04onversion): 
Ax.M = hy.M[y/x] ify@V(M), 
(p+conversion): 
(Ax.M)N=(M[N/x])[N, 
(p-r)-conversion): 
(hx.Mx) [M = M if xaFV(M). 
There are also the following equations (the axioms of the restriction): 
Mflb=M, 
_MrM=M, 
M[x= M, 
[c= M, 
M [Ax. N = M, 
(M rp) N = (MN) rp, 
M(N[P)=(MN)[P, 
(M[D)[E=M[DuE, 
M [(IV [D) == M r(N) u D, 
(Ax.(M [N)) [N = (Ax.113) [N. 
Equation (10) is only true when x g FV( N). 
0) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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The inference rules are reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity and congruence of 
equality with respect o the constructors of terms. 
The theory T’[ is the p-A-calculus minus the p-p and the p-r) axioms. 
2. Transforming terms 
An attempt o find a canonical form for a term is by orienting the equations 
(making a rewriting system) and then by finding the normal form (which is unique 
if the rewrite system is confluent). We would like that the number of steps in the 
computation of the normal form were finite. The achievement of such a program 
would be a solution to the decidability problem of Tf. Unfortunately, our attempt 
to carry out this program failed. However, this idea leads us to one solution. Actually, 
given the terms A4 and N to be compared, we replace the simple reduction by a 
sort of parallel (or binary) reduction which depends on the maximum of the sizes 
of M and N. 
The following definition, due to Moggi [4], is the first step in this search for a 
canonical form for a term. 
Definition 1. Let M be a term. The saturation of M, sP(M j, is the @m._$‘, ( fM) [Z&(M) 
defined by induction: 
0 i 
( ) ii 
. . . 
( 1 11  
( ) iv 
(v) 
~(MN)=Y1(M)~*(N)r{YI(M)Y,(N)}u~*(~~~-:_~.CP3~hTj, 
SP(Ax.Mj = (hx.Y( M)) 18, 
y(M [Dj = WMj T%(M) u UNED WNj- 
Intuitively, the saturation process adds the relevant restrictitins (clause (iii)), 
removes variables, constants and abstractions of restriction sets, and pushes up 
restrictions of the terms as high as possible. 
M is said to be saturated if 9(M) = M. Note that Y(Y( Mj) = 9(M), so Y(M) 
is saturated. 
The following definition comes in a natural way in order to set up a necessary 
condition for the equality of terms in Tr. 
Definition 2. Let M be a term. The skeleton of M, noted ‘8(M), is defined by 
induction as follows 
0 i 
( ) ii . . . 
( ) 111 
(iv) 
(v) 
8(x) =x, 
8(c) = c, 
%(MN)= %‘(M)%(N), 
Zf(hx.M)=Ax.%(M), 
g(M To) = g(M) [S. 
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Lemma 1. IfM =, N then 8( Sat M) = ‘&(Sat N), where = r is the equality modulo 
the theory Tr and = is the syntactical identity (up to a-conversion). 
Proof. By straightforward induction on the proof of M = r N. Cl 
Remark 1. The converse of the previous lemma does not hold. Later, in Section 3, 
we will see that x TpI # r x [{xy}. However those terms, which are already in saturated 
form, have the same skeleton. 
We introduce some notations to be used below. 
Let A = Variables v Constants v ( 9 , { }} v {Ax: x E Variables). Let o be the 
natural numbers. Let TM : w* + A be the partial function giving the tree of M. The 
term N hanging from node u (if there exists one) is the subterm of M such that 
TN(v) = TM(uv) for every v E o* (see [3] for more details about trees of terms). 
Definition 3. Let M be a term and let 0 be a set of terms. N is said to be a 
constructible subterm of M with respect o D if one of the two following conditions 
holds: 
(1) There exists u such that 
. GJ(u)={ 1; 
@ there exists n E w such that the term hanging from node un, say P, is in D; 
there is no w an initial segment of u such that TM(w) = Ax with x E FV( P); 
e &,(t/n) is undefined; and 
TN(v) = TM(v) for all v such that un is not an initial segment of v. 
(2) There exists u such that 
&i(u)=1 1; 
there exists n E o such that T,,,, (un) is undefined; 
there exists P E D and M’ a term cu-convertible to M such that for every w initial 
segment of u with TIM’(w) = hx, x @ FV( P); 
TN(v) = TMe( v) for all v where TIM’ is defined and TN( un) is defined and the 
term hanging from node un in the tree of N is R 
Intuitively the first condition says that if P occurs in a restriction of M we can 
remove this occurrence of P from M if P E D and the free variables of P are free 
in that occurrence of P in M. This new term is a constructible subterm of M with 
respect o D. The second condition says that we can insert a term P E D in a 
restriction of A4 (or M’ a term a-convertible to M) if the free variables of P remain 
free in this insertion in the new term. The term we have obtained in this way is a 
constructible subterm of M with respect o D. 
We define the size of a term M, denoted by I/MI, by induction: 
(i) Ixl= 1, 
(ii) ICI= I, 
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(iii) IMNl =lMl+lNl, 
(iv) JAx.MI = 1 +lMl, 
(v) IM[D)=~+I~I+C,,,I~l. 
Definition 5. Let M, D and n be a term, a set of terms and a natural number 
respectively. We put 
%‘( M, D, n) = {N: N is a constructible subterm of M w.r.t. D and I N( G n}, 
%‘(D,n)= IJ %(M,D,n)uD, 
MED 
%?&+I( D, n) = U’( Vk( D, n), n), 
%“(D, n)= U Vk(D, n). 
kEw 
Sw( D, n) is said to be the constructible terms of D the height of which is bounded 
by n. We shall omit the indice o in %“‘( D, n). 
Remark 2. For every set of terms D and for every n E o there exists p E o such that 
%( D, n) = W’( D, n) because vk( D, n) c (ek+,( D, n) and the number of terms con- 
structible of height less thdn or equal to n built up from D is finite (up to 
a-conversion) if D is finite. 
&( ) will denote the partial function giving the term hanging from node u, i.e., 
~M(u)=P iff Tp(v)=TM(uv). If TM(u)={ } and P is hanging from node uj of 
the M tree( j E o) then P is said to be hanging from node u. 
A node u in the M tree is said to be a principal node iff TE(M)( U) = { }. 
Definition 6. Let M be a saturated term. For every u such that TE.M)( U) = { } we 
define the set M,, as the terms N such that (at least) one of the two conditions 
below holds: 
(1) There exists n E o such that YM( un) = N. 
(2) There exists v an initial segment of u such that TE(M)( V) = [, TE(MJ( ~1) = ( 1, 
and there exists j E o such that TM (vlj) = N and for every w such that VOW is an 
initial segment of u, if TM( VOW) = Ax, then XE! FV( N) 
Remark 3. For every saturated term M there exists a saturated term M’ a-convertible 
to M such that the following condition holds: 
If E(M')(U) = { 1, v is an initial segment of u such that TetMIj( v) = [ 
and &‘( vlj) = P then, for every w such that VOW is an initial segment 
of u with TMr( VOW) = Ax, necessarily xE FV( P). 
In order to see that, it is sufficient o make at-conversions at the occurrences of Ay 
in M which are occurrences in %‘( ) in such a way that whenever we do it, we 
introduce a new variable. 
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By the preceding remark, the set MU can be seen as the set of terms hanging from 
node u plus every term hanging from a node ~1 if ZJ is an initial segment of u (we 
suppose u and ZJ are principal nodes in M). 
Definition 7. Let M, u and n be a saturated term, a principal node and a natural 
number. VU( M, n), the constructible terms at level u, the height of which is less 
than or equal to n, is defined by the equation %‘,,( M, n) = W’( M,,, n). 
Definition 8. Let M and N be saturated terms. M is said to be equivalent by level 
to N iff the following conditions hold: 
(1) u is a principal node of M iff u is a principal node of N. 
(2) M,,c %“(N, n,) and N,c %,,(M, n,) where n, =max{lP!: PE M,, or PC N,,}. 
Theorem 1. Two equivalent by level saturated terms having the same skeleton are equal 
in the theory Tr. 
Before proving the theorem we adopt the following notation: M[ u&A] is the term 
obtained by inserting the term A in the node u of M and M[u&D] is the term 
obtained by inserting all the terms A E D in the node u of M. 
The key to proving Theorem 1 is the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. If AE %,,(M, n) then M =r M[u&A] where M[uJA] is the term obtained 
by inserting the term A in the node u of M. 
This lemma is proved by induction on j such that A E @(MU, n). If j = 0 we must 
show that if A E MU then M[uJA]. But it is easy by definition of MU and equations 
(6) to (10) of T[. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By the preceding lemma, 
M = m4%4wY n,)l, N = M4KAN n, )I. 
By hypothesis, M,, c ‘;e,( N, n, ) and N,, c V,,( M, n, ), so 
~“(N,, n,)c ~“W,,(M nd, nd. 
But 
%(M n,)= ~“(%(M n,), nU) and 
~,(N,n,)=Ce”(~~(N,n,),n,) 
and therefore %J M, n, ) = ‘;e,( N, n, ), for every principal node u. So, if M’, N’ are 
the terms obtained by inserting in each principal node u, %‘JM, n, ) and VU( N, n, ) 
respectively, then M’= N’. But M = r M’ and N = r N’, so M = r N. q 
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Actually, the hypotheses of Theorem 1 characterize the equality in T,. More 
precisely the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 2. rf M = F N then sP( M) and 9(N) are eqtisvaletzt by level, 
Proof. By induction on the proof of M =r N. It is easy to verify for the axioms 
(the equations defining Tr ). The induction steps (according to the Iate inference 
rule) are straightforward except for the transitivity mle! The problem is the bound 
n, in Definition 8. Actually, we can show that if M = r N ahd N = r P then, by 
induction hypothesis, for every principal node u of 9’(M) there exists k such that 
%,(WW, k) = %(W’), k) 
and 8(9’(M)) = %(9(P)). We have to prove that the choica of k is uniform. In 
fact, we must prove we can choose n&W.., N,) for R where 
n,(M,, N,)=max{(Q(: QE MU or QE&}. 
The following lemma solves this question. 
Lemma3.IfAdZ”(E,k) thenA&Y’(E,n(A,E)) wlzeren(A,8)~max(lMI:M~E 
or M=A}. 
Proof of Theorem 2 (continued). Note that 
%(9’(M),,, k,h{T: ITIs n(M,, &)I= (WW),, k&d?‘: 
because %(9(M),,, k,) = %(9’(P),,, k,,). Now, by Lemma 3, 
WV%, 0 n U: ITI s n(M,, P,)) = WWO,, nWti, 
so WW),, n(M,, C)) = WW),, n(M,, P,)). 0 
In Remark 4 we introduce another point of view on the set of terms constructible 
w.r.t. E. 
Remark4. A term A E V( E, k) with k 2 max(l MI: M ts Jf?} iff A fan be proved starting 
from E with the two following inference rules: 
(insert) If AB s k then AD can be inferred from A and B ehere A3 denotes a 
term obtained by inserting B into a restriction of A (o e cm suppose that the free 
variables in B are not bounded in A). 
(remove) A-B can be inferred from A and B where A, B 0~s a term obtained 
by removing B in a restriction of A if the free variables o 
A at the occurrence of B to be removed. 
From now on we shall identify a proof of A starting the proof tree- 
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. . . . 
i i ‘: 
AB C 
CAB)-c . 
Fig. 1. General form of a peak. 
Definition 9. A node in a proof is said to be a peak iff the height of a term at this 
node is greater than the height of one of its predecessors and greater than the height 
of its successor. 
Every peak has the form in Fig. 1, with A, As and (As )-c satisfying 
Claim 1. Let c be a proof of A starting from E. If there exists a term X in 4 such that 
1x13 n (A, E) + 1 then there exists a peak in C. 
Proof. Just take a node where there is a term of maximal size. Cl 
The size of a proof 4, denoted by 1~1 is by definition the sum of the sizes of terms 
in j+. 
Claim 2. If 4 is a proof with a peak, then there exists an equivalent proq f 4 ’ such that 
ICI 2 l&I= 
roof. We effect a local transformation in the proof 4. Let A, B, C, & and (As )-c 
be as in the following four cases (the peak is AD ): 
(1) B=C and the term 
following transformation: 
B inserted is removed, so (A, )_c = A. Then we have the 
. . 
. 
i ; : 
43 i 
A- 
- A. 
. 
So, it is clear that I&‘1 + 1 s 1b1. 
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t2) A = MN, AB = M( NB), and c = NBm Then we have the following transfor- 
mation: 
. . . . 
iN $ : ! ; 1;, 
W&)B NE MN N 
M M l 
. . 
And l/;‘l+l~lgl because INI+H(M,, 1. 
(3) The occurrence of C removed from AB is hanging from A. Then A = MC and 
we have the following transformation: 
. . . . 
;;;s: j i ;;;s: ; i 
(Mc)B C M B 
MB MB ’ 
. . 
Therefore l&l+I&I because IMI+;sI(Mc)Bl. 
(4) The occurrence of C removed from AB is hanging from B. Then B = MC and 
we have the following transformation: 
. . . . 
. 
A M, i ! M, i 
A MC c A M ni9 
AM AM l 
. . 
. . 
. . 
Therefore It’l+ 1 s 1~1 because IMI + 1 s IAcM,J. 0 
Proof of Lemma 3. It is a corollary of the preceding claims. While there is X in p 
such that 1x12 1+ n(A, E), there is a peak (Claim 1) and by Claim 2 there is an 
equivalent smaller proof. But every decreasing sequence of natural numbers is finite, 
so that there is a proof ‘without peaks which shows (by Remark 4) that AE 
WE, n(A, E)). q 
3. The decision procedure 
As a corollary of Theorems 1 and 2 we have the following result. 
Theorem 3. M = r N iff %‘(Y( M)) = %‘(Y( N)) and 9’(M) and Y(N) are equivalent 
by level. 
Finally, by the preceding theorem, we have the following result. 
It is decidable if M = r. Here is a decision procedure: 
(M)) = %‘(Zf’( N)) t se failure. 
very principle node u n,J=WN,nUJ 
fl ai ure. 
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Examples 
(a) The procedure tells us that x [0 Z x [(xy}. 
(b) The procedure tells us that the following terms are equal: 
and 
(hx.(x~{CAx.C’}))[{C(Ax.(C’~{DAx.D’})), D(Ax.(D’[{CAx.C’}))} 
(hx.(x~{Dhx.D’}))~{C(hx.(C’~{DAx.D’})), (hx.(D’r(CAx.C’}))}. 
Let us end this section by observing how to decide about the equality of two 
strong normalizable terms. The relevant remark is that if we only work with saturated 
terms (i.e., we saturate the term obtained after each P-reduction), then it is possible 
to speak of normal form module T[. More precisely, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. Let M be a term in normal form. If M = r N and N is a saturated term, 
then N is in normal form. 
Proof. The only equation of T, that may be doubtful is equation (5) because it can 
introduce a /3-redex. Remember however that saturation removes the abstractions 
in the restriction nodes. Cl 
As a corollary, normal forms modulo 7’[ and saturation exist. So, by Moggi’s 
confluence result, normal forms are unique modulo Tr. Then a decision procedure 
for strong normalizable terms is the following one: 
(1) Find normal forms. 
(2) Apply the decision procedure for = r to the normal forms found in the 
preceding step. 
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